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(54) COMPATIBLE CIRCUIT AND TERMINAL

(57) Disclosed are a compatible circuit and a termi-
nal. The compatible circuit comprises a printed circuit
board (PCB) of which the existing structure is not
changed, and a group of compatible devices which are
in a pin-to-pin form and have different internal structures,
wherein the compatible devices and the PCB are assem-

bled together; the internal structures of the compatible
devices are matched with a link compatibility selection
requirement; and the compatible devices are configured
to conduct link selection output on at least two links which
are input and need compatibility, in accordance with the
link compatibility selection requirement.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a circuit tech-
nology, and more particularly, to a compatible circuit and
a terminal.

BACKGROUND

[0002] During the process of implementing the techni-
cal solutions of embodiments of the present disclosure,
it is founded that at least the following technical problems
exist in the related art.
[0003] Terminals, especially various mobile terminals
such as a mobile phone, have become indispensable
communication and entertainment tools in current life and
work, and with the coming of the LTE 4G era, the mobile
phone is developed towards multi-mode and multi-fre-
quency band. According to the market requirements,
double-mode, tri-mode, and even five-mode terminals
are launched constantly, while a large number of GSM,
CDMA, WCDMA, TDD LATE, and FDD LTE, that support
different systems of the mobile phone are also emerged,
and frequency bands supported by one mobile phone
have been even extended to about a dozen. However,
application systems and frequency bands of each oper-
ator are different. To consider the aspects of aging and
costs, it is usually needed to be compatible with different
frequency bands and systems to satisfy the requirements
of different operators while designing the terminals.
[0004] In the existing solution, a printed circuit board
(PCB) is usually designed, and the PCB, which is used
as a support of electronic components, is a carrier for
electrical connection of the electronic components. In or-
der to implement the electrical connection among the
electronic components, the PCB needs to be used in al-
most every kind of electronic devices (as small as an
electronic watch and a calculator, and as big as a com-
puter and the terminals that we have discussed) as long
as the electronic components include an integrated cir-
cuit.
[0005] However, the terminals are more and more
smart, so that functional modules for implementing var-
ious smart functions, such as enlarging a battery and
increasing quantity of antennas, are increased day by
day. Because these terminal parts are all implemented
on a PCB, the increasing of the terminal parts may occupy
a currently limited layout space of the PCB step by step.
To adapt to more smart requirements, it is nearly impos-
sible to design all the terminal parts on one PCB, for
example, when the terminal is a mobile phone, it is im-
possible to arrange all radio frequency links on the PCB.
If the layout space of the PCB is increased to adapt to
more smart requirements of the terminal, an additional
cost may be increased since the design and manufacture
of the PCB may directly affect the quality and cost of the
whole terminal.

[0006] In conclusion, the problem in the related art is
as follows: it is almost impossible to design all the terminal
parts on one PCB; and if the layout space of the PCB is
increased to adapt to more smart requirements of the
terminal, an additional cost will be increased, which is
not feasible either. For this problem, there is no effective
solution at present.

SUMMARY

[0007] In light of this, the embodiments of the present
disclosure are expected to provide a compatible circuit
and a terminal, which can satisfy a layout requirement of
more terminal parts for a smart terminal, and have com-
patibility, so that all the terminal parts are not necessary
to be designed on one PCB, and an additional cost will
not be increased.
[0008] The technical solutions of the embodiments of
the present disclosure are implemented as follows.
[0009] The embodiments of the present disclosure pro-
vide a compatible circuit, including:

a printed circuit board PCB with an unchanged ex-
isting structure, and a group of compatible devices
which are in a Pin-to-Pin form and have different in-
ternal structures, wherein the compatible devices
and the PCB are assembled together;
the internal structures of the compatible devices are
matched with a link compatibility selection require-
ment; and
the compatible devices are configured to conduct a
link selection output on at least two links which are
inputted and need compatibility according to the link
compatibility selection requirement.

[0010] Preferably, there are two links which are input-
ted and need compatibility, the two links are a first link
and a second link respectively;
accordingly, one group of compatible devices includes
two compatible devices, which are a first compatible de-
vice and a second compatible device respectively,
wherein:

the first compatible device is configured to connect
the inputted first link to a first output end to output,
and select the first link to be under a working state
when the first compatible device and the PCB are
assembled together; and
the second compatible device is configured to con-
nect the inputted second link to the first output end
to output, and select the second link to be under a
working state when the second compatible device
and the PCB are assembled together.

[0011] Preferably, there are more than two links which
are inputted and need compatibility are provided, the
more than two links are a first link to an Nth link respec-
tively; and N is a natural number greater than 2;
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accordingly, one group of compatible devices includes
more than two compatible devices, which are a first com-
patible device to an Nth compatible device respectively,
wherein:

the first compatible device is configured to connect
the inputted first link to a first output end to output,
and select the first link to be under a working state
when the first compatible device and the PCB are
assembled together; and
so on, until the Nth compatible device is configured
to connect the inputted Nth link to the first output end
to output, and select the Nth link to be under a working
state when the Nth compatible device and the PCB
are assembled together.

[0012] Preferably, there are N links which are inputted
and need compatibility, the N links are a first link to an
Nth link respectively; and N is a natural number greater
than or equal to 2;
accordingly, one group of compatible devices includes
N compatible devices, which are a first compatible device
to an Nth compatible device; M output ends are provided,
and M is a natural number greater than or equal to 2,
wherein:
the first compatible device is configured to connect at
least one link of the inputted first link to the Nth link to a
first output end to output, and select the at least one link
of the inputted first link to the Nth link which is connected
to the first output end to be under a working state when
the first compatible device and the PCB are assembled
together;
the Nth compatible device is configured to connect at least
one link of the inputted first link to the Nth link to at least
one output end of the first output end to the Mth output
end to output, and select the at least one link of the in-
putted first link to the Nth link which is connected with the
at least one output end to be under a working state when
the Nth compatible device and the PCB are assembled
together; and
so on, until a compatibility selection of any link between
N inputs and M outputs of any link is completed through
the first compatible device to the Nth compatible device.
[0013] Preferably, the output end is configured to con-
nect to a public link, and the compatible devices are lo-
cated at a front segment or a rear end of the public link.
[0014] Preferably, the internal structures of the com-
patible devices are formed by at least one manner of
series resistors, capacitors, inductors and straight-
through wires according to the link compatibility selection
requirement.
[0015] Preferably, the compatible devices are also in-
ternally packed with at least one device of a differential
duplexer, a single-ended duplexer, a differential filter and
a single-ended filter.
[0016] Preferably, the compatible devices and the PCB
are assembled together in a mounting manner.
[0017] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide

a terminal including the compatible circuit, wherein:

the compatible circuit includes: a printed circuit board
PCB with an unchanged existing structure, and a
group of compatible devices which are in a Pin-to-
Pin form and have different internal structures,
the compatible devices and the PCB are assembled
together;
the internal structures of the compatible devices are
matched with a link compatibility selection require-
ment; and
the compatible devices are configured to conduct a
link selection output on at least two links which are
inputted and need compatibility according to the link
compatibility selection requirement.

[0018] Preferably, the compatible circuit is the compat-
ible circuit according to any one of the foregoing solu-
tions.
[0019] The compatible circuit according to the embod-
iments of the present disclosure includes a printed circuit
board PCB with an unchanged existing structure, and a
group of compatible devices which are in a Pin-to-Pin
form and have different internal structures, wherein the
compatible devices and the PCB are assembled togeth-
er; the internal structures of the compatible devices are
matched with a link compatibility selection requirement;
and the compatible devices are configured to conduct
link selection output on at least two links which are input-
ted and need compatibility according to the link compat-
ibility selection requirement. Because the link selection
output complied with the link compatibility selection re-
quirement is implemented through a compatible device
without changing the PCB, the embodiments of the
present disclosure have compatibility, so that all the ter-
minal parts are not necessary to be designed on one
PCB, and an additional cost will not be increased.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

Figs. 1a-1b are block diagram for selecting inputs
and outputs of a compatible circuit by using the re-
lated art;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram for selecting inputs and
outputs of compatible circuits by using compatible
devices, according to the embodiments of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of selecting inputs and out-
puts of n link compatible circuits by using Pin-to-pin
compatible devices, according to the embodiments
of the present disclosure;
Figs. 4a-4b are block diagrams for selecting an input
and an output of a circuit by using the compatible
devices, according to the embodiments of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 5 is a block diagram for selecting an input and
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an output of a circuit by using the compatible devices,
according to the embodiments of the present disclo-
sure;
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a compatible design for
four TX links by using a one-from-four device, ac-
cording to the embodiments of the present disclo-
sure;
Figs. 7a-7b are block diagrams of a compatible de-
sign of packing differential or single-ended duplexers
inside the compatible devices, according to the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure; and
Figs. 8a-8b are block diagrams of a compatible de-
sign of packing differential or single-ended filters in-
side the compatible devices, according to the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] The implementation of the technical solutions
will be further described in details with reference to the
drawings hereinafter.
[0022] The embodiments of the present disclosure can
satisfy a layout requirement of more terminal parts for a
smart terminal, so that all the terminal parts are unnec-
essary to be designed on one PCB, and an additional
cost will not be increased. Moreover, a compatible design
idea is introduced in the circuit design of the terminal.
The embodiments of the present disclosure are different
from the existing circuit compatibility technology in the
industry. The existing circuit compatibility technology is
as shown in Fig. 1a to Fig. 1b. Because it is almost im-
possible to arrange all radio frequency links on a PCB,
it is usually necessary to repeatedly utilize the radio fre-
quency links and even baseband links in a limited space
while designing frequency band compatibility. As shown
in Fig. 1a, input and output selection effects of different
links are achieved by mounting resistors and capacitors
at different positions, wherein link A and link B refer to
an input respectively, and link C refers to an output. How-
ever, in the method as shown in Fig. 1a, redundant lines
exist, which influences a radio frequency index. As shown
in Fig. 1b, the redundant lines are eliminated through
overlapping bonding pads, however, this is a non-stand-
ard design, and the compatible frequency bands are lim-
ited.
[0023] The compatibility technology of the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure does not change the ex-
isting PCB, and the existing PCB still implements the
present basic functions, but a compatible device having
a special structure is mounted on the existing PCB to
achieve the compatible/multiplexing purpose of the cir-
cuit design. This function may be implemented by de-
signing one compatible device corresponding to one type
of special function. That is, with regard to different intel-
ligent demands of the terminal, a link selection compat-
ibility effect is implemented by a manner of adopting one
existing PCB + any one of multiple compatible devices,
thus satisfying the purpose of circuit design compatibility.

Because it only needs to change the compatible devices
and does not need to change the existing PCB, all the
terminal parts are unnecessary to be designed on one
PCB with the changes, and an additional cost will not be
increased.
[0024] The embodiments of the present disclosure pro-
vide a compatible circuit, including:

a printed circuit board PCB with an unchanged ex-
isting structure, and a group of compatible devices
which are in a Pin-to-Pin form and have different in-
ternal structures, wherein the compatible devices
and the PCB are assembled together. The internal
structures of the compatible devices are matched
with a link compatibility selection requirement; and
the compatible devices are configured to conduct
link selection output on at least two links which are
inputted and need compatibility according to the link
compatibility selection requirement.

[0025] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, two links which
are inputted and need compatibility are provided, which
are a first link and a second link respectively.
[0026] Accordingly, one group of compatible devices
includes two compatible devices, which are a first com-
patible device and a second compatible device respec-
tively.
[0027] The first compatible device is configured to con-
nect the inputted first link to a first output end to output,
and select the first link to be under a working state when
the first compatible device and the PCB are assembled
together.
the second compatible device is configured to connect
the inputted second link to the first output end to output,
and select the second link to be under a working state
when the second compatible device and the PCB are
assembled together.
[0028] In the preferred implementation manner, a
group of compatible devices formed by the first compat-
ible device and the second compatible device can be
adopted to implement a one-from-two solution for two-
link compatibility selection.
[0029] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, more than two
links which are inputted and need compatibility are pro-
vided, which are a first link to an Nth link respectively;
and N is a natural number greater than 2.
[0030] Accordingly, one group of compatible devices
includes more than two compatible devices, which are a
first compatible device and an Nth compatible device re-
spectively.
[0031] The first compatible device is configured to con-
nect the inputted first link to a first output end to output,
and select the first link to be under a working state when
the first compatible device and the PCB are assembled
together; and
the similar process is performed, until the Nth compatible
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device is configured to connect the inputted Nth link to
the first output end to output, and select the Nth link to
be under a working state when the Nth compatible device
and the PCB are assembled together.
[0032] In the preferred implementation manner, a
group of compatible devices formed by the first compat-
ible device and the Nth compatible device can be adopted
to implement a one-from-N compatible solution for N-link
compatibility selection.
[0033] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, N links which are
inputted and need compatibility are provided, which are
a first link to an Nth link respectively; and N is a natural
number greater than or equal to 2.
[0034] Accordingly, one group of compatible devices
includes N compatible devices, which are a first compat-
ible device to an Nth compatible device respectively; M
output ends are provided, and M is a natural number
greater than or equal to 2.
[0035] The first compatible device is configured to con-
nect at least one link of the inputted first link to the Nth

link to the first output end to output, and select the at least
one link of the inputted first link to the Nth link which is
connected to the first output end to be under a working
state when the first compatible device and the PCB are
assembled together;
[0036] the Nth compatible device is configured to con-
nect at least one link of the inputted first link to the Nth

link to at least one output end of the first output end to
the Mth output end to output, and select the at least one
link of the inputted first link to the Nth link which is con-
nected with the output end to be under a working state
when the Nth compatible device and the PCB are assem-
bled together; and
[0037] the similar process is performed, until compat-
ibility selection of any connection between N inputs and
M outputs is completed through the first compatible de-
vice to the Nth compatible device.
[0038] In the preferred embodiment, a group of com-
patible devices formed by the first compatible device to
the Nth compatible device can be adopted to implement
an M-from-N compatible solution for N-link compatibility
selection.
[0039] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the output end
is configured to connect to a public link, and the compat-
ible devices are located at a front segment or a rear end
of the public link.
[0040] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the internal
structure of the compatible device is formed by at least
one manner of series resistors, capacitors, inductors and
straight-through wires according to the link compatibility
selection requirement.
[0041] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the compatible
device is also internally packed with at least one device
of a differential duplexer, a single-ended duplexer, a dif-

ferential filter and a single-ended filter.
[0042] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the compatible
devices and the PCB are assembled together in a mount-
ing manner.
[0043] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a terminal including the compatible circuit.
[0044] The compatible circuit includes: a printed circuit
board PCB with an unchanged existing structure, and a
group of compatible devices which are in a Pin-to-Pin
form and have different internal structures, wherein the
compatible devices and the PCB are assembled togeth-
er. The internal structures of the compatible devices are
matched with a link compatibility selection requirement;
and the compatible devices are configured to conduct
link selection output on at least two links which are input-
ted and need compatibility according to the link compat-
ibility selection requirement.
[0045] In a preferred implementation manner of the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the compatible
circuit is the compatible circuit according to any one of
the foregoing solutions.
[0046] It is apparent that the embodiments of the
present disclosure achieve the purpose of link selection
compatibility through designing a group of Pin-to-Pin
compatible devices with different internal structures. The
embodiments of the present disclosure are explained
specifically with reference to examples under a plurality
of scenes.
[0047] First scene: a scene of circuit compatibility se-
lection for two links, i.e., a one-from-two scene.
[0048] Fig. 2 shows two Pin-to-Pin compatible devices
a and b with different internal structures designed ac-
cording to the embodiments of the present disclosure,
wherein the internal structures thereof are as shown in
Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows compatible devices that conduct cir-
cuit compatibility selection on two links, wherein the in-
side of the compatible device may either be packed with
resistors according to demands (as shown in Fig. 2), or
packed with capacitors, inductors or straight-through
wires according to demands. Link C is designed to be a
public link, and links A and B are designed to be links
that require compatibility. When the compatible device a
is mounted on the PCB, then link A is selected; and when
the compatible device b is mounted on the PCB, then
link B is selected, so that an effect of being compatible
with two frequency bands (or links) is achieved, and no
redundant connection is generated.
[0049] Second scene: a scene of N-link (any quantity
of links) compatibility selection, i.e., a one-from-multiple
scene, wherein N is a natural number greater than 1.
[0050] Fig. 3 shows N Pin-to-Pin compatible devices
1 to N with different internal structures designed accord-
ing to the embodiments of the present disclosure, where-
in the internal structures thereof are as shown in Fig. 3,
including N pin-to-pin compatible devices with different
internal connections, wherein the inside of the compatible
device may either be packed with resistors (as shown in
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Fig. 3) according to requirements or packed with capac-
itors, inductors or straight-through wires according to re-
quirements. Link C is designed to be a public link, and
links A to N are designed to be links that require compat-
ibility. Selecting corresponding devices according to re-
quirements can achieve to select one from N of the links,
i.e., link A is selected when the compatible device 1 is
mounted; link B is selected when the device 2 is mounted;
and similarly, link E is selected when the device e
(1⇐e⇐N) is mounted; until link N is selected when the
device N is mounted. In this way, a purpose of being
compatible with N links is achieved.
[0051] Third scene: a scene of circuit compatibility se-
lection for five links, which is different from the above first
scene and second scene in that two links, rather than
one link, are outputted, i.e., a two-from-five scene.
[0052] It should be noted that in addition to the com-
patible devices under the above-mentioned one-from-N
(one-from-multiple) scene, there may be compatible de-
vices under an M-from-N (multiple from multiple) scene.
That is, the compatible devices according to the embod-
iments of the present disclosure may also be expanded
to a multiple-from-multiple scene. For example, Fig. 4a
to Fig. 4b show two examples of the two-from-five scene.
Figs. 4a-4b show the two-from-five scene illustrated by
the embodiments of the present disclosure (two-from-
five scene includes 20 cases), and among them, two cas-
es are taken as examples for explanation only herein.
[0053] It is possible to design 20 pin-to-pin compatible
devices with different internal structures. Figs. 4a-4b
show two compatible devices, wherein according to re-
quirements, the inside of the compatible device may be
packed with capacitors (as shown in Figs. 4a-4b), or
packed with resistors, inductors or straight-through
wires. When the first compatible device in Figs. 4a-4b is
selected, then Input 1 is connected to Output 1, and Input
3 is connected to Output 2; When the second compatible
device is selected, then Input 3 is connected to Output
1, and Input 5 is connected to Output 2. In a similar man-
ner, an object of freely connecting five input ends to two
output ends can be achieved by selecting 20 different
devices, thus completing two-from-five link compatibility
selection.
[0054] Similarly, Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of an
M-from-N scene, wherein N is a natural number greater
than 1, and M is a natural number greater than or equal
to 1. N*M pin-to-pin devices may be designed to complete
a compatible situation of freely connecting N inputs to M
outputs.
[0055] Fourth scene: a link compatibility scene of one-
from-four compatible devices in the field of radio frequen-
cy technologies.
[0056] Fig. 6 is an example of the embodiments of the
present disclosure that complete the compatibility of four
transmitting links through selecting one pin-to-pin device
from a group of four pin-to-pin devices, wherein the com-
patibility of four links can be completed only through se-
lecting one of the four pin-to-pin devices, and one TX

transmitting link is shared. The PA module in Fig. 6 refers
to a power amplifier, the full name of which is a Power
Amplifier, and a PA match module is a match circuit of
the power amplifier. The solution may be generalized to
a one-from-multiple solution in any situations.
[0057] Fifth scene: a scene of applying compatible de-
vices and packing other devices excluding resistors and
capacitors, or the like, inside the compatible devices,
wherein this scene includes two situations of packing a
differential duplexer and a single-ended duplexer.
[0058] Fig. 7a shows a structure and a design solution
of the differential duplexer, wherein two differential du-
plexers are Pin-to-Pin, and meanwhile, a compatible de-
vice A supports frequency band A, and a compatible de-
vice B supports frequency band B. The insides of the
compatible devices A and B are integrated with the dif-
ferential duplexer, wherein A and B are packed in the
same way, but have different internal connecting rela-
tionships, and the frequency bands of the integrated du-
plexers are also different. Rx A1 and Rx A2 are receiving
differential links of frequency band A, and TX A is a trans-
mitting link of frequency band A; Rx B1 and Rx B2 are
receiving differential links of frequency band B, and TX
B is a transmitting link of frequency band B; and ANT is
a public end. When the compatible device A is selected,
link (frequency band) A is selected, and link (frequency
band) A works by using the compatible device A; and
similarly, when the compatible device B is selected, link
B is selected, and link B works by using the compatible
device B.
[0059] Fig. 7b shows a structure and a design solution
of the single-ended duplexer, wherein a compatible de-
vice A supports frequency band A, and a compatible de-
vice B supports frequency band B. The insides of the
compatible devices A and B are integrated with the sin-
gle-ended duplexer, wherein A and B are packed in the
same way, but have different internal connecting rela-
tionships, and the frequency bands of the integrated du-
plexers are also different. Rx A is a receiving link of fre-
quency band A, and TX A is a transmitting link of fre-
quency band A; Rx B is a receiving link of frequency band
B, and TX B is a transmitting link of frequency band B;
and ANT is a public end. When the compatible device A
is selected, link (frequency band) A is selected, and link
(frequency band) A works by using the compatible device
A; and similarly, when the compatible device B is select-
ed, link B is selected, and link B works by using the com-
patible device B.
[0060] Both the compatible devices as shown in Fig.
7a or Fig. 7b can be compatible with two links (frequency
bands).
[0061] Sixth scene: a scene of applying compatible de-
vices and packing other devices excluding resistors and
capacitors, or the like, inside the compatible devices,
wherein this scene includes two situations of packing a
differential filter and a single-ended filter at different fre-
quency bands.
[0062] Figs. 8a-8b illustrate the embodiments of the
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present disclosure that propose to pack the differential
filters and single-ended filters into the compatible devic-
es. Fig. 8a shows a structure and a design solution of
the differential filter, wherein two differential filters are
Pin-to-Pin, but a compatible device A supports frequency
band A, and a compatible device supports frequency
band B. Rx A1 and Rx A2 are receiving differential links
of frequency band A; Rx B1 and Rx B2 are receiving
differential links of frequency band B; and ANT is a public
end. When the compatible device A is used, frequency
band A is linked to work, and when the compatible device
B is used, frequency band B is linked to work, so that an
object of being compatible with two frequency bands is
achieved.
[0063] Fig. 8b shows a structure and a design solution
of the single-ended filter, wherein two differential filters
are Pin-to-Pin, but a compatible device A supports fre-
quency band A, and a compatible device supports fre-
quency band B. Rx A is a receiving link of frequency band
A; Rx B is a receiving link of frequency band B; and ANT
is a public end. When the compatible device A is used,
frequency band A is linked to work, and when the com-
patible device B is used, frequency band B is linked to
work, so that an object of being compatible with two fre-
quency bands is achieved.
[0064] Both the compatible devices as shown in Fig.
8a or Fig. 8b can be compatible with two links (frequency
bands).
[0065] It should be noted that the structure and design
solution of the differential filter as shown in Fig. 8a as
well as the structure and design solution of the single-
ended filter as shown in Fig. 8b are similarly suitable for
a TX transmitting filter. All these figures are schematic
diagrams, and specific device packing may be changed,
while any changes within the spirit and principle of the
present disclosure shall all fall within the protection scope
of the present disclosure.
[0066] In conclusion, when adopting the embodiments
of the present disclosure, a compatible effect can be
achieved by only replacing a group of Pin-to-Pin compat-
ible devices at the front segment or rear end of the public
link while designing the PCB, which can reduce redun-
dant lines produced by the existing compatible solution,
and avoid Pin-on-Pin design; the compatible effect can
be achieved by replacing the compatible devices; and
more links (frequency bands) can be compatible.
[0067] Moreover, the embodiments of the present dis-
closure also propose a concept of packing a compatible
link in such devices like a filter, a duplexer, a power am-
plifier, etc., so that redundant compatible devices can be
omitted, and a layout space of the PCB occupied by the
device is further reduced.
[0068] Moreover, the present disclosure may also be
generalized to design of all compatible circuits excluding
radio frequency, to play a role of being compatible with
two or more links and frequency bands in a space as
small as possible, and increasing the compatibility of cir-
cuit design while reducing the space of the PCB occupied

by the devices and circuits.
[0069] If the integrated module according to the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure is implemented in
the form of a software function module and is sold or
used as an independent product, it may be stored in a
computer-readable storage medium. Based on such un-
derstanding, the essential part or the part contributing to
the prior art of the technical solution of the embodiments
of the present disclosure may be implemented in the form
of a software product. The computer software product is
stored in a storage medium, and includes several instruc-
tions for instructing a computer device (which may be a
personal computer, a server, a network device, or the
like) to execute all or a part of the method according to
individual embodiments of the present disclosure. The
aforementioned storage medium includes: any medium
that is capable of storing program codes, such as a USB
disk, a mobile hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM), a
random access memory (RAM), a magnetic disk, or an
optical disk. In this way, the embodiments of the present
disclosure are not restricted to any particular combination
of hardware and software.
[0070] The above is merely preferred embodiments of
the present disclosure, but is not intended to limit the
protection scope of the present disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0071] The compatible circuit according to the embod-
iments of the present disclosure includes: the printed cir-
cuit board PCB with an unchanged existing structure,
and a group of compatible devices which are in a Pin-to-
Pin form and have different internal structures, wherein
the compatible devices and the PCB are assembled to-
gether; the internal structures of the compatible devices
are matched with a link compatibility selection require-
ment; and the compatible devices are configured to con-
duct a link selection output on at least two links which
are inputted and need compatibility according to the link
compatibility selection requirement. Because the link se-
lection output complied with the link compatibility selec-
tion requirement is implemented through the compatible
devices without changing the PCB, the embodiments of
the present disclosure have compatibility, so that all the
terminal parts are unnecessary to be designed on one
PCB, and an additional cost will not be increased.

Claims

1. A compatible circuit, comprising:

a printed circuit board PCB with an unchanged
existing structure, and one group of compatible
devices which are in a Pin-to-Pin form and have
different internal structures, wherein the com-
patible devices and the PCB are assembled to-
gether;
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the internal structures of the compatible devices
are matched with a link compatibility selection
requirement; and
the compatible devices are configured to con-
duct a link selection output on at least two links
which are inputted and need compatibility ac-
cording to the link compatibility selection re-
quirement.

2. The compatible circuit according to claim 1, wherein
there are two links which are inputted and need com-
patibility, and the two links are a first link and a sec-
ond link respectively;
accordingly, one group of compatible devices com-
prises two compatible devices, which are a first com-
patible device and a second compatible device re-
spectively, wherein:

the first compatible device is configured to con-
nect the inputted first link to a first output end to
output, and select the first link to be under a
working state when the first compatible device
and the PCB are assembled together; and
the second compatible device is configured to
connect the inputted second link to the first out-
put end to output, and select the second link to
be under a working state when the second com-
patible device and the PCB are assembled to-
gether.

3. The compatible circuit according to claim 1, wherein
there are more than two links which are inputted and
need compatibility, and the more than two links are
a first link to an Nth link respectively; and N is a natural
number greater than 2;
accordingly, one group of compatible devices com-
prises more than two compatible devices, which are
a first compatible device and an Nth compatible de-
vice; wherein:

the first compatible device is configured to con-
nect the inputted first link to a first output end to
output, and select the first link to be under a
working state when the first compatible device
and the PCB are assembled together; and
so on, until the Nth compatible device is config-
ured to connect the inputted Nth link to the first
output end to output, and select the Nth link to
be under a working state when the Nth compat-
ible device and the PCB are assembled togeth-
er.

4. The compatible circuit according to claim 1, wherein
there are N links which are inputted and need com-
patibility, and the N links are a first link to an Nth link
respectively; N is a natural number greater than or
equal to 2;
accordingly, one group of compatible devices com-

prises N compatible devices, which are a first com-
patible device to an Nth compatible device respec-
tively; there are M output ends, and M is a natural
number greater than or equal to 2, wherein:

the first compatible device is configured to con-
nect at least one link of the inputted first link to
the Nth link to a first output end to output, and
select the at least one link of the inputted first
link to the Nth link which is connected to the first
output end to be under a working state when the
first compatible device and the PCB are assem-
bled together;
the Nth compatible device is configured to con-
nect at least one link of the inputted first link to
the Nth link to at least one output end of the first
output end to the Mth output end to output, and
select the at least one link of the inputted first
link to the Nth link which is connected with the
output end to be under a working state when the
Nth compatible device and the PCB are assem-
bled together; and
so on, until a compatibility selection of any con-
nection between N inputs and M outputs are
completed through the first compatible device
to the Nth compatible device.

5. The compatible circuit according to claim 4, wherein
the output end is configured to connect to a public
link, and the compatible devices are located at a front
segment or a rear end of the public link.

6. The compatible circuit according to any one of claims
1 to 5, wherein the internal structures of the compat-
ible devices are formed by at least one manner of
series resistors, capacitors, inductors and straight-
through wires according to the link compatibility se-
lection requirement.

7. The compatible circuit according to any one of claims
1 to 5, wherein the compatible devices are also in-
ternally packed with at least one device of a differ-
ential duplexer, a single-ended duplexer, a differen-
tial filter and a single-ended filter.

8. The compatible circuit according to any one of claims
1 to 5, wherein the compatible devices and the PCB
are assembled together in a mounting manner.

9. A terminal, comprising a compatible circuit, wherein:

the compatible circuit comprises: a printed cir-
cuit board PCB with an unchanged existing
structure, and a group of compatible devices
which are in a Pin-to-Pin form and have different
internal structures,
the compatible devices and the PCB are assem-
bled together;
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the internal structures of the compatible devices
are matched with a link compatibility selection
requirement; and
the compatible devices are configured to con-
duct a link selection output on at least two links
which are inputted and need compatibility ac-
cording to the link compatibility selection re-
quirement.

10. The terminal according to claim 9, wherein the com-
patible circuit is the compatible circuit according to
any one of claims 2 to 8.
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